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D6.2 Virtual Campus Hub web site
This extract of the dissemination strategy for project Virtual Campus Hub describes the actions taken to fulfil the deliverable D6.2.
Explore Energy Gateway

Virtual Campus Hub is part of a larger family of EU projects called Explore Energy. The
main vision of this network is to establish a “Virtual World Energy University” using a wide
range of virtual elements developed in different projects as stepping stones. The project logo
for Virtual Campus Hub follows the design template of Explore Energy projects as illustrated
by the following examples:

The Explore Energy Gateway is already known to a large worldwide community with interests in renewable energy research. Therefore the platform has been chosen as an access point
for information about project Virtual Campus Hub. There are two ways to access:
1. Directly through the URL www.virtualcampushub.eu
2. Via www.exploreenergy.eu where Virtual Campus Hub is found under “Partners/Projects”
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Presently, the web site contains a project description. It will be updated continuously with the
latest information about the project, which will be accessible to registered users (anyone can
register). For example, reports delivered under the project, will be published here.
EU’s CORDIS site

A brief project description is given at EU’s Community Research and Development Information Service (CORDIS). Per default, this description is extracted from the Description of
Work. The EU project office encourages that the project web site at CORDIS is customised
by the project team e.g. through upload of the project logo, team photo, and a popular description of the project. This will be done as part of the project dissemination activities.
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